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“THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGES … NOT THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS” 

Dear Reader, we’ve all seen the programs on TV where someone walks into a pawnbroker’s 
shop and says “I have an original painting from Renoir/Dali/Matisse and I think it’s worth 

ninety million dollars!” 

 Whereupon the owner of the shop calls in an expert who has extremely detailed digitized 

characteristics of the above painters … you know his signature, the shading and lightings of 
the painter’s previous works, indeed, looking for imperfections in the actual painting itself 

and so on and so on.  
 

For ninety million dollars, no stone is left unturned in order to prove whether the painting 
is authentic or not.  
 

Now imagine another scenario … the Catholic Pope walks in the door and says to the owner 
that Rome has the “THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS”.  

The owner says “Show us the paper work … the manuscripts and documents!”  

To which the Pope replies “We don’t have any! … But you can trust me!”  

The owner says “No problem Pope, here’s the ninety millions dollars for not having any 
evidence.” 

And the TV audience laughs at the stupidity of it all.  

But this actually happens every day … this is how dumb NKJV Christians are! The 

mindless and vacuous NKJV Christian, with total lack of thought and intelligence, says, 

without any checking, “O thank you Rome! Yes please! Thank you for helping us! Here’s 
ninety million dollars for a total lack of evidence that the original manuscripts ever existed!” 
 

Dear Reader, here are the facts …There have already been 54 of world’s top-most 

scholars and Professors in Hebrew and Greek for all time, in 1611, who have 
intensively pored over and forensically studied all the lectionaries, miniscules, majuscules, 

commentaries, manuscripts, Bible notes spread throughout all the world from the THE 
ORIGINAL LANGUAGES, the codices, the Whyclife, Tyndale, Coverdale, Matthew, Great, 

Geneva Bishop Bibles, all the various  versions of the TR (Textus Receptus) and every scrap 
of Bible evidence given by all godly man of the British Empire, for at least seven years 

from 1604 to 1611, and of course, similar men for hundreds of years before that, to 
produce the perfect, inerrant, inspired and infallible King James Bible. 

THE 1611 TRANSLATORS WERE DEAD-FLAT 100% HONEST WHEN SAYING THEY NEVER HAD 

THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS … AND OF COURSE THEY COULDN’T BECAUSE THEY NEVER 

EXISTED … BUT THEY HAD THE ORIGNAL LANGUAGES! Look up their foreword in the 
1611 edition! 
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But Dear Reader, can you see Rome’s deceiving delusion with their snake-like 
switcheroo from the words “original languages” to “original manuscripts”? 

No wonder that Christians are the dumbest animals in the world … yes we are sheep … ever 

seen them at the sheep dog trials … innocent, gob-smacked, dazzled, wide-eyed, all bunched 

together, insolent, foot stamping … until the dog barks “Boo!” and they all run away and 
follow each other … but still going around in circles … until corralled by the dog and farmer.  

Similarly, there’s Satan with his New King James dogs all bullying the King James sheep 

barking their mythical evidence of the “original manuscripts” … yes Dear Reader, no-
one has ever seen them … and if pushed for proof, we are told they exist in heaven 

somewhere a few billion miles away.   

And WHY do you think this happens? It’s called the Mars Bar Syndrome (Acts 17:21-22) 

… you know… the NEW Mars bar with double chocolate …. where people with itching ears (2 
Timothy 4:3) want to hear something new … and turn “…their ears from the truth, and 

shall be turned unto fables.” (2 Timothy 4:4). Yes, Dear Reader, it’s called vanity. 

In addition … “Because that, when they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither 
were thankful; but became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was 

darkened. Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools,” (Romans 1:21-22) 

Folks … it’s about a simple as that … Christians, despite their insincere mutterings of “Dear 

Lord, show us the truth” … have what we call ‘The NKJV Foolish Dark Heart’.  

Dear Christians, just as a continual diet from MacDonalds will kill you, Rome’s diet of “the 
original manuscripts” will also do the trick.  

 

Why do Christians sprout Rome’s mantra of “the original manuscripts”? 
 

Simple! Wriggle room! “Oooo! We don’t like that! Our denomination says this! Our 

Constitution says that! The Greek says this! … We will not be subject to the King James 
Bible!” 

It’s also called the Gnostic Heresy …fables … unfathomable deeper knowledge … read the 

New Testament epistle of Colossians … yes Dear Reader … Mars Bars Christians. 

NKJV Christians are forever grateful to Rome … 

they adore Rome and her mythical original manuscripts!  

Yes Dear Reader, it just defies belief doesn’t it? 

  

Harley Hitchcock  

November 2022 

“CONTACT US”  

Australian Bible Ministries, PO Box 5058 Mt. Gravatt East, 4122 Qld, Australia 
www.AustralianBibleMinistries.com 
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